
TUCK BUSINESS SCHOOL ESSAY QUESTIONS

Our Tuck MBA Application Guide explains the interview policy and the advantage it offers. The Tuck MBA essay
questions are mostly new â€” but dang it, they are.

Share an example of how you helped someone else succeed. Tuck wants to know that you have been actively
striving to improve yourself and your profile, and that you have seized opportunities during the previous year
to do so, because a Tuck MBA is vital to you. How will that experience contribute to the learning environment
at Tuck? Essay 1: Tuck students are aware of how their individuality adds to the fabric of Tuck. Tuck also has
a standard optional essay, which like all other schools should only be deployed to explain something that is
not otherwise obvious or covered elsewhere in the application, and they have a traditional reapplicant essay
requiring you to discuss improvements made since your prior application. Tuck has adopted the questions
posed by the Common Letter of Recommendation. Why are you pursuing an MBA and why Tuck? Complete
this question only if you feel your candidacy is not fully represented by this application. Share an example of
how you helped someone else succeed. Your essays demonstrate that you are aware and nice. We definitely
are pleased that Tuck changed them from what they asked last year! The other key change from last year? If
your transcripts are not in English, upload both the original transcript and a certified translation. Academic
Transcripts Upload a copy of your academic transcript for every undergraduate or graduate institution you
attended, including any transfer institutions. You qualify for a waiver if you have recently lived for at least
three years in an English-speaking country or if you received an undergraduate or graduate degree from an
institution where instruction is in English. And those elements of the program need to be associated with your
aspirations. If you would like to make changes to your list of references, please contact us. Your resume
demonstrates that you are accomplished. The difficult part is that there is A LOT of writing â€” and deep
thinking!! It is critical that every reapplicant be able to answer it for every school they are reapplying to: What
has changed that would compel Tuck to admit you this year? This means moving beyond the Tuck website,
viewbook, and related marketing materials and making direct contact with students, alumni, and even school
representatives. Remember, concision is the name of the game. Tell us about your most meaningful
collaborative leadership experience and what role you played. Tell us who you are and what you will
contribute. Two essays, words each: Why is an MBA a critical next step toward your short- and long-term
career goals? And truly focus on those elements of your personality that are most relevant to the context here:
the Dartmouth Tuck experience. Complete this question only if you feel your candidacy is not fully
represented by this application. This kind of firsthand observation of what and who the Tuck program truly
entails, paired with a profound knowledge of how it works, is key in identifying what is unique about you
viewed against this backdropâ€”and will help highlight what you can bring to the mix and how. Report all
valid scores taken within the last two years. We expect that your essays are completely accurate and
exclusively your own. You may take the test multiple times; we consider your highest scores. What were the
results? So, your experience applying to Tuck will be different than it is for many other schools like Yale or
MIT. Self-report both scores and percentiles, if applicable, in your application. Why do you need an MBA to
achieve those goals? Our advice is to use some of this essay to also talk about Tuck, especially any Tuck
students you have interacted with during your school research, or especially if you already had connections
with Tuck through your network and can give a nice little nugget that captures that relationship. Great stuff!
The school is unquestionably looking for evidence that you not only have a natural inclination to invest in and
bolster others but you also have the capacity and skills to do so effectively and are mature enough to grow
from the experience yourself. Committee-initiated interviews are offered by invitation after an initial review of
your application and may be conducted on-campus, off-campus or virtually. So, in reality, this is a fairly
straightforward essay prompt, and we recommend responding in an equally straightforward manner. If your
institution issues only one official transcript, you may submit a copy validated by your school, a foreign
affairs ministry, the Fulbright Commission, or a U. The optional essay is only to be used if you really need it.
How do you answer them? Also, deliberate carefully and select those experiences and attributes that you want
to highlight for Tuck. Authenticity and enthusiasm are the keys to your success with this essay.


